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Galeries  Lafayette operates  61 s tores , including its  Paris  flagship on Boulevard Haussmann; Image credit: Galeries  Lafayette
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Today in luxury:

Galeries Lafayette considers franchise model for some domestic stores
French department store Galeries Lafayette is reviewing dozens of stores in its domestic network as part of a
process that could result in selling some and transforming them into franchises, according to a union official
speaking to Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

The great fur debate
Is the use of natural fur in fashion unethical and inhumane, or a sustainable, aesthetically pleasing way to keep
warm? asks Business of Fashion.

Click here to read the entire article on Business of Fashion

Porsche likely to add 911 plug-in hybrid variant, CEO says
The Porsche 911 will likely get a plug-in hybrid variant mid-way through its next generation, per Automotive News.

Click here to read the entire article on Automotive News

Pinault investment chief departs as luxury sees generation shift
The chief executive officer of the billionaire Pinault family's investment arm, Groupe Artemis, is  stepping aside in a
move that speeds the changing of the guard atop the French luxury-goods industry, reports Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg
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